Abstract. In this paper we present the behaviours of a simple credit market model built upon a static directed complex network topology. We found that the market structure plays a key role on the stability of such a model. Cyclic topologies accumulate more debt than acyclic ones, and when the total cash is less than the total debt, the market becomes unstable and exhibits chaotic behaviour. Exogenous creation of currency is used to control the market stability. Two regimes of control emerge depending on the credit market structure. First, power law control is needed for acyclic random topologies built upon Erdos-Rényi and Barabasi-Albert algorithms. Second, exponential control is needed to stabilize cyclic market built with the Watts-Strogatz algorithm.
Introduction
Banking system can be viewed as a complex network [1] [2] [3] where nodes are banks and the links between nodes are the credit linkages between them. These links are highly volatile but can be aggregated and form emergent network structures. Knowing the characteristics of such networks, questions arise naturally about how to control such financial systems. This controllability aspect will give key tools to regulators, financial actors and policy makers to anticipate all necessary measures to avoid risk and systemic collapse of the whole system [4] .
The controllability of complex network based on its structure gains in popularity since the seminal paper proposed by [5] . It gives new insights on how to control financial systems [4, 6] . Nevertheless, it is important to specify the underlying dynamics behind each system. Recently, we have proposed abstract micro-economical models on complex networks to capture distinctive economical behaviours. First, we considered the dynamics of exchange of cash against goods in a complex network where links can be cut if trading is non profitable [7] .
Second, we define a model in which nodes exchange salary against labour [8] . The labour is used to produce goods that can be sold on the cash-against-good market, thus coupling the two systems.
As a next step, we propose here a simple model of a banking system with a few homogeneous parameters and tackle the controllability related to its underlying dynamics. We will characterize the control applied to the model that drives the system to a desired state, especially insuring its stability.
The paper is organized as follows: first we describe the details of the credit market model. Second we analyse, in Section 2, the stability criteria of the model, and third we characterize, in Section 3, its controllability.
Credit market model
We consider a credit market consisting of a set V of financial agents or banks connected according to a static interbank market structure. The balance sheet of each bank i is very simple and takes in consideration the main two roles of bank: borrowing and lending. At a particular time iteration t, on the Asset side of the balance sheet, we have the total loan i (t) granted to debtors and the cash reserve or liquidity c i (t). On the Liabilities side of the balance sheet, we have the initial capital c i (0) and the total debt d i (t) granted by creditors. At each time iteration t, the total of Assets is always equal to the total of Liabilities (equation (1)).
We notice that at t = 0, the cash reserve is equal to the initial capital. The dynamics within the credit market consists of two sequential operations. Both operations are made at each time iteration. First, each bank redeems mature debts to its creditors. Second, each bank either grants loans to its debtors with its remaining cash reserve or accepts debts from creditors or both.
The credit market model has three parameters that we assume to be identical for all agents:
• The level of investment α (0 < α < 1), that defines the fraction of the cash reserve invested to make loan.
• The maturity date τ of the debt that defines the duration of a debt or in our case the number of time iteration before redeeming the debt. τ is a strictly positive integer.
• The interest rate r. The homogeneity of these parameters across the system is not realistic but this simplification makes the study of their impacts simpler than with heterogeneous parameters. Regarding model complexity, our goal was to limit the number of model parameters. This limitation allows us to understand well the effects of each parameter on the emerging behaviours.
To illustrate how the balance sheet evolves, let us consider the following sequential operations processed by a bank A:
(1) Bank A is created with an initial capital of 10, 000.−CHF. The level of investment α = 0.6. The balance sheet is Assets Liabilities c i (t): 10,000 c i (0): 10,000
(2) Bank A grants loan to debtors using the totality of its level of investment. Therefore we have the following balance sheet We can see from the above operations that the balance sheet expands during borrowing operation and contracts during redeeming operation. Lending operation has no effect on balance sheet size, defined as the total of assets or the total of liabilities.
The structure of static interbank market is a directed graph. Each graph node or vertex represents a bank. Each graph link or edge models the credit relationship between banks. The directed link (i, j) between two banks i and j means that bank i is the creditor of j and bank j is the debtor of i. We perform simulations on two categories of complex networks which are the Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAG) and Directed Cyclic Graphs (DCG). Both network categories are generated using random models.
We build a DAG using the random models of Erdos-Rényi and Barabasi-Albert. Let us first consider the Erdos-Rényi random model [9] . This model has two parameters which are the number of nodes n and the connection probability p. In this model we start with n nodes and link with probability p a directed edge (i, j) between any pair of distinct nodes i and j. We choose low value of the probability p to insure that the graphs generated by the Erdos-Rényi random model do not contain a cycle. In our case, a maximal connection probability of p = 0.25 have been chosen. Furthermore, for each generated network, we test the existence of cycles and only networks without cycles are accepted as DAG.
Let us now consider the Barabasi-Albert model [10] . This model has three parameters which are the number of nodes n, number of initial nodes m 0 < n and the number of directed links m that connect a new node to previously existing nodes. In this model, we start with m 0 nodes. The remaining nodes n − m 0 are added one by one. m links connect each new node i to the previously existing nodes j. The m directed links are added with a probability p j which is proportional to the degree of the existing node j. The Barabasi-Albert model generates a scale-free directed graph which exhibits power-law degree distribution. This scaling phenomenon is mainly observed within real networks [11] and more particularly with interbank market structures [3, 12] . In order to compare the connection probability of network generated by Barabasi-Albert and Erdos-Rényi models, we introduce the property p rand = M/n(n − 1), where M is the total number of edges. p rand is the equivalent random connection probability of the network generated by the Barabasi-Albert model. As with the ErdosRényi model, we test the existence of cycles of the networks generated by the Barabasi-Albert model and only networks without cycles are accepted as DAG.
The DCG are built using the random Watts-Strogatz model [13] . The existence of cycles is most likely with this model. The Watts-Strogatz model has three parameters which are the total number of nodes n, shortcut probability β (0 ≤ β ≤ 1) and coordination number k (k is an even number). In this model, we start with a k-regular ring graph (this graph type is a ring graph where each node has k/2 incoming edges and k/2 outgoing edges). Let us consider that the nodes are labelled from 0 to n − 1. Each directed edge (i, j), where i = 0, . . . , n − 1 and j = (i + 1)%n, are rewired with a probability β to a new directed edge (i, q). Node q is selected randomly among the existing nodes. A duplicate edge is not permitted. The equivalent random connection probability is p rand = M/n(n − 1), where M is the total number of edges of the network generated by the Watts-Strogatz model. The existence of cycle is always tested and only networks with cycles are accepted as DCG.
Lending-borrowing dynamics are subject to risk. We consider that creditors are risk averse creditors and debtors are risk neutral debtors. It means on the one side that loans are granted with minimal risk to the 
Stability region
The risk in banking system is the shortage of liquidity creating financial distress within credit market. In the presented model, we identify two sources of liquidity shortage. The first one is the lack of cash reserve to redeem debts. To illustrate this case, let us consider the balance sheet of a bank A at time iteration t (Table  1) . From this balance sheet, as c i (t) < d i (t), bank A becomes illiquid if the total debt of 1,000.-CHF should be redeemed at t. This situation is mainly due to the time lag between redeeming to creditors and redeeming from debtors operations that we will analyse later according to the investment α and the loan duration τ .
The second source of liquidity shortage is the interest rate r. The system is a closed system and the total cash reserve does not change over time. When interest rate is not null, the nominal amount to redeem at maturity date (consisting of due interest rate and the principal amount) is higher than the principal amount. Therefore, introducing interest rate forces the system to find more cash than existing initially within the credit market.
In order to highlight why the liquidity shortage arises, we focus first on the evolution of the total debt as a function of the three parameters of the model. We define the total debt d tot (t) as the sum of the debts of all banks at time t
We also introduce the total cash reserve c tot . This quantity is constant over time as the system is closed as long as there is no injection or deletion of cash. This quantity is defined at a particular time iteration t as
We perform simulations on DAG (networks generated with Erdos-Rényi and Barabasi-Albert random models) and DCG (networks generated with Watts-Strogatz random model). Table 2 summarizes the generated random networks presented in this work with their parameters. Each bank holds initially the same amount of capital. We assume however that c tot (0) = 5, 000, 000. Setting c tot (0) to the same value for each simulation allows us to compare between them the simulation results. As the simulated topologies are generated by random models, the total number of banks does not play a key role on the characteristics of the generated network. The numbers of banks we chose in this work are n = 50 and n = 200 as these numbers best represent the obtained results. During the simulations, we vary the homogeneous values of the level of investment α (from 0.1 to 0.9), loan duration τ (from 1 to 30) and interest rate r (from 0% to 4%). Figure 1 depicts the time evolution of the total debt for our DAG. We found that steady state exists after the convergence to a stable level of the total debt. This behaviour is observed for instance when α = 0.2, τ = 4 and r = 0% (see Figure 1(a) ), or when α = 0.3, τ = 3 and r = 0% (see Figure 1(b) ). A steady state is also observed for our DCG topology (see Figure 2 ). For the considered DCG, the total debt becomes stable for instance when α = 0.2, τ = 4 and r = 0% (see Figure 2(a) ), or when α = 0.6, τ = 3 and r = 0%.
It is interesting to see for both the DAG and DCG topologies that the total debt level becomes chaotic with high values of α and τ . On the other hand, low values of α and τ stabilise the total debt level.
From the steady state and chaotic observations on DAG and DCG, we introduce the definition of steady state frontier. This frontier defines the limit values of the level of investment α and the loan duration τ that separate the steady state behaviour from the chaotic behaviour. In other words, this frontier delineates the investment and the loan duration values avoiding liquidity shortage and insuring the stability of the credit market. Figure 3 depicts the steady state frontiers for the Erdos-Rényi DAG and Watts-Strogatz DCG respectively considered in Figure 1 and Figure 2 . In both cases we used here r = 0%.
We found that the steady state frontier follows a power law and can be expressed as follows
where the constant a and the exponent γ depends on the considered credit market. For the Erdos-Rényi DAG presented in Figure 3 (a), we have a = 0.75 and γ = 0.95. For the Watts-Strogatz DCG presented in Figure 3(b) , we have a = 0.41 and γ = 1.05. These estimated values of a and exponent γ should be treated with caution as it is given using visual estimation.
These results confirm that the stability of credit market is strongly related to the level of investment and the loan duration. Short-term debt with high investment and long-term debt with low investment are most likely the cases that insure financial stability.
More particularly, the evolution of total debt with r = 4%, α = 0.2 and τ = 6 for Erdos-Rényi DAG is depicted in Figure 4 (b). We can see that instead of remaining stable from t ∈ [10, 100] as with r = 0% ( Figure  4 (a)), the total debt level begins to rise from t = 10 until reaching a completely chaotic state. These results 
lrm_ws_n200_b01_k10 -r =0% -α =0. confirm our initial assumption on the effect of interest rate on a closed system. The total debt increases due to loan interests. We found that the system is always unstable when the interest rate is not equal to zero. In that case, the total cash reserve does not rise while the total debt rises and needs more cash to be redeemed. Further analysis of the total debt level in comparison with the total cash reserve demonstrate that chaotic behaviours are most likely observed when the total cash reserve c tot (t) is less than the total debt level d tot (t). We found the steady state condition expressed as follows steady state, if d tot (t) < c tot (t), ∀t most likely chaotic, otherwise . 
Controllability: driver nodes and cost
We have seen in the previous section that when the cash reserve is insufficient to redeem debt, the system goes to chaotic state. This is particularly the case when the interest rate of granted loans is not null. To address liquidity shortage due to the interest rate, we inject new cash so that each bank has the necessary cash reserve to continue to work. This cash injection corresponds to the intervention of Central Bank (CB) as a lender of last resort when bank liquidity is insufficient.
Let us consider the balance sheet of a bank A depicted in Table 1 . In order to avoid liquidity shortage, bank A should borrow 500.-CHF from CB to redeem its total debt of 1,000.-CHF. We consider that cash injection from CB corresponds to money creation, expressed using the balance sheet depicted in Table 3 . CB creates money (u i (t)) and lends the created money to bank A. This operation expands the CB balance sheet. Table 3 . Balance sheet of Central Bank (CB) to support bank A (see Table 1 ).
Assets
Liabilities
Bank A expands also its balance sheet with additional debt from CB (u i (t)) and increases its cash reserve. The new financial situation of bank A is given by Table 4 . Table 4 . New balance sheet of bank A after CB intervention.
Liabilities c i (t): 500 + 500 c i (0): 10,000 i (t): 10,500
The credit market model is a non-linear dynamical system. The CB intervention can be seen as a control applied on such dynamical system to avoid liquidity shortage. We characterize this control by two time dependent values. The first value is the number of driver nodes n D (t). A driver node is a bank within the credit market model that is at least supported one time by CB. In other words, this node is among the fragile nodes of the market. The second value is the total amount of cash u tot (t) injected to support the whole credit market and to insure its stability. u tot (t) is the total cost of control. This value is defined at each time iteration t by
Figures 5 and 6 depict the characteristics of controls applied respectively to the DAG and DCG topologies when the interest rate r = 0%. It is interesting to see that two regimes of controls emerge from the simulations. First, Erdos-Rényi and Barabasi-Albert DAG exhibit periodic power law control (see Figure 5 ) with a period τ . We observe different peaks of control, each peak exhibiting power law cash injection decay. The cost of control can be expressed for one peak as u tot (t) = at −γ , where t = kτ with k ∈ Z + .
The control periodicity is due to the fact that the redeeming step is synchronized among the agents, due to the choice of an homogeneous loan duration.
For an equivalent random connection probability p rand , we found that the total debt is higher for the BarabasiAlbert DAG than for the Erdos-Rényi DAG. This situation implies that more cash is necessary to stabilize a market with the Barabasi-Albert DAG topology compared to that necessary to stabilize the Erdos-Rényi DAG. We notice for both topologies that the number of driver nodes increases when the connection probability increases.
Second, Watts-Strogatz DCG topology needs exponential control (see Figure 6 ). By contrast with previous DAG topologies, the control is applied constantly. The cost of control can be expressed as
This result can be understood using the evolution of the total debt level. Figure 6 shows that the level of debt from t ∈ [20, 40] is already higher than c tot . This situation increases the cash injection. The cyclic topology accumulates more debts than acyclic topology. Therefore when the total cash increases, the total level of debt increases faster than the total cash and then drives the cash injection to higher value. The cycle will continue, thus explaining the exponential control exhibited by cyclic market topologies. We also observe that the number of driver nodes tends asymptotically to a fixed value. For the considered topology, we have n D (t) → 30% of the total number of nodes when t goes to infinity. This result indicates that cyclic topology exhibits cyclic controlled node. Figure 7 depicts the control needed to stabilize Erdos-Rényi DAG, Barabasi-Albert DAG and Watts-Strogatz DCG topologies with a positive interest rate. The total level of debt diverges for all the considered topologies. The controls are chaotic but exponential trends are observed both for the number of driver nodes and for the cost to control.
Conclusion
We presented a simple credit market model consisting of a set of banks that interact between them using static credit linkages. The dynamics of each bank consists of two simple sequential steps: redeeming mature debts to creditors and lending to debtors. The loans are granted with homogeneous loan duration and homogeneous interest rate. An homogeneous level of investment defines the amount to lend to debtors.
We found that steady states may exist, i.e. that the credit market is stable and the total debt level is under control, provided that level of investment and loan duration are properly chosen. We found that the frontier of the α − τ stability region follows a power law. Beyond this steady state frontier, the system becomes chaotic. In that case, the total debt is greater than the total cash. The existence of cycles within the credit linkages topology amplifies the level of total debt and drives the market to an unstable state. We notice that the market is always unstable with positive interest rate.
Cash injection is used to control and to drive the system to a stable state. We found on the one hand that for Erdos-Rényi and Barabasi-Albert DAG topologies, the control is periodic and follows a series of decaying power laws. The period is equal to the loan duration. On the other hand, an exponential control is necessary to stabilize Watts-Strogatz DCG topologies. The credit market with positive interest rate exhibits also exponential n =200 -r =0% -τ =21 -α =0.4 Figure 5 . Control characterization for Erdos-Rényi and Barabasi-Albert DAG topologies with r = 0%. Periodic power law cash injection is observed in the top figure forming multiple periodic peaks. Each peak corresponds to power law cash injection. The same behaviour is observed for driver nodes (second figure from top).
control trend. We can argue that such a case corresponds, in real market, to an uncontrollable situation. Indeed, Central Bank cannot inject permanently an exponentially growing amount of cash to stabilize the system.
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